GETTING STARTED IN MULTIMEDIA

So you want to get your church started in multimedia? What are some do's and dont's? Is it possible to start on a shoestring? Well, it depends if you're using the shoestring to hold the overhead projector lens in place! (Actually, I've seen people using Blu Tack for that very purpose - except that when the projector gets hot...) OK then, where do we begin?

One of my first recommendations is my e-group youthmultimedia, which has OVER 100 members from around Australia and overseas. You can get plenty of answers, ideas and links to great resouces there. To sign up, VISIT http://www.yahoogroups.com, then search on "youthmultimedia" and follow the instructions. If you can't figure it out, email me for help.

We don't have the resources or money
Start by asking, "Who are WE?" The church too often looks at what the organisation owns and too little at what the members and local community own. Don't ever be limited by what the church currently owns! The "church" never has what it needs. So don't start or end with what the organisation owns or offers. As Carolyn Kitto has aptly put it - don't try to slice the cake more thinly, just make more cakes!

There's the church budget issue there too - I can tell a true story about a rural person offering $10,000 for a data projector and computer - the point is that it wasn't in the church budget and didn't need to be. The tragic thing is that the minister didn't take her up on it because he thought that getting an overhead projector would be a big enough step for them!

Build local alliances
In both the membership and the community there are abundant resources, but usually we haven't developed the relationships to access them. Congregational prosperity is never the issue. I learnt that in rural communities. Within a 10 km radius of most churches (and in the membership) are abundant resources.

The problem is people looking only to the church budget or to denominational handouts for finance. Forget the organisation for raising finance! [The problem of non-geographical community is that we neglect to build geographic relationships - start by charting the organisations in a 5 km radius of the 'church'). Or at least map your non-geographic sociological community.

Our computer is too slow
Firstly, start from where you are. Even the slowest computers can run Powerpoint. However, the projector purchase might drive the computer upgrade, which costs peanuts anyway. But that's a budget planning issue: add the minor cost to the total project and no-one will even notice.

Or borrow one. Almost every church in the Western world (given that most are semi-affluent) has a member with a suitable computer, or at least someone who can get a laptop from work. I guarantee it. 

But will it work?
I'm not telling you anything new, but the worship 'ambience', environment, and flow are much more than the amount of technology available. In my experience, using one data projector well is a real headache. Give me two slide projectors, a dissolve unit and a CD player any day of the week. I say this having seen many worship spaces and thinking that the environmental issues are NOT primarily technological. 

Frankly, people are more likely to visit a big, prominent church with one projector to see 'how it works' before going elsewhere. ie. just as a bigger church won't get more members, bigger technology won't get more visitors to
your worship service. And the bigger church probably has more technical and design expertise even if they don't necessarily have the same 'depth' of expression (they may or may not).

Nevertheless, I think that in many places the experiment is worth it for two main reasons - to seek to express the gospel using the language of contemporary culture (while recognising its limitations), and secondly to help worship become multi-sensory once again.

Who will drive this thing?
If you're asking the question, you're probably not the person to drive it. Find people who are keen to drive it or don't do it! 

Currently we are seeing the first round of pre-packaged CD-ROM and DVD resources for presentation in worship. The quality varies enormously from very ordinary to OK. Some local material such as "Enhance" is available. While I highly commend these developments, i want to say that commercial packages are not a substitute for churches getting their own act together. You have to start by mapping the gifts, talents and resources of your own faith community. If the community is too small, then the starting point is expanding the breadth and depth of community, not buying more technology. A technological vision driven by a couple of people probably wont work. The whole question is about the membership of your faith community. I think that is more important than the technology.

For me it is not about church size - some small/large churches might become more 'technological' and some might not. I think it has little do to with community size and more with congregational and community 'spiritual style'. In my experience, getting 'smaller' churches up to speed is a few steps before a data projector. In my workshop examples I try to present a scale beginning with basic overhead stuff and moving to video projection - frankly it's like going back to the dark ages for me (I remember doing cut-out overheads 20 years ago) but people still go "wow". 

Finally...

I guess I'm saying these things

- learn to use one projector well along with all the other things you do: there are as many production learnings as delivery learnings. Really. The computer authoring issues will keep you busy for a couple of years;

- see which local churches are doing things and learn from them;

- don't look to the denomination to finance things. In fact, unless you're willing to put quite a few dollars (4-5 figures) of your own money into it and thousands of hours, spend your time finding the people who already do that. The hardware is the easy-peasy part. Work on learning digital video, Flash animation, higher-end Powerpoint, and then DVD authoring.

- do a member skills/resource audit or work at expanding the member base. My biggest problem is trying to do it all myself. DON'T. Resources or lack of are almost never the issue, usually it is about defining, expanding and working with the faith community, whatever that means.

- Really, really, rethink the environmental/aesthetic space both inside and out. Why are you where you are? What if the $3500 was spent on something else? Even music. In many ways you can get a lot further by avoiding computer and spending more on music, lighting and shaping the space.

- do you want to be an author or a 'manager' or both. The firstand last will cost you a lot of money and time!! If you mainly want to see it happen , ALWAYS take the middle path so to speak.


Data Projectors – Key Features

Lamp brightness or LUMENS – the more lumens, the brighter the lamp. These days you would look at a minimum of 2000 lumens for most daylight church situations.

Keystoning – ability to adjust the ‘angle’ of an image projected at an angle

Remote control features – the more controls on the remote, the better

Menu access – ability to access functions WITHOUT the remote

All projectors will take both video and computer input. 

Most projectors have a small, inbuilt speaker which is usually only suitable for a small room or a small group. So you will need separate sound amplification from your computer, VCR or DVD player.

Some projectors allow input from more than one computer source.


Software

Many people use Microsoft Powerpoint for presentations because it is so commonly available, however it is not necessarily the best, simplest or cheapest program.

Zionworx is a free program that can act as a host for Powerpoint and some animations files and gives a much better control. www.zionworx.org.uk


SWISH ANIMATION SOFTWARE
Swish is a vector animation program that allows you to move text and images onscreen in powerful ways. While not as sophisticated as Macromedia's Flash, it is also a lot cheaper! Swish is made in Australia and is very popular worldwide. It also comes in several version at differing price levels. Swish is a PC product (not for Apple Macs). 

www.swishzone.com

Swish animations can be exported as standalone files (in SWF format such as Flash) and/or inserted into other programs such as Powerpoint. 

We have been told by a reliable source that you can get an education discount on Swish 2 if you email the company and tell them that the purchase is for non-profit church use in worship.


Data Projectors 

(from Synod of Victoria & Tasmania IT staff)

Current standard is XGA with around 1800 lumens for about $6,000 inc GST (Oct 2002). 

Issues to consider: 

* Purpose: used to project video, or computer presentations, or both? Used in a variety of locations, or fixed in one? Used by various people, or only a few? 

* Brightness: measured in lumens, more lumens = more money, not direct relationship, 1000 lumens to 2000 lumens = 50% brighter, NOT 100% 

* SVGA (800 by 600 pixels) vs XGA (1024 by 768 pixels) vs (1280 by 1024 pixels). More pixels = sharper image. More pixels = more money 

* Cost of replacement globe, and availability (globe for one of our older projectors now costs $1000, not cost-effective to replace, but then what to do with an older projector that's dull? 

* Weight of unit: is the projector to regularly transported? What sort of transport box will be used? 

* Security (really important!): include enough money in your budget to secure the projector while it is in use, and while it is not in use. Mounting on a suspended bracket does not necessarily secure it. Does the projector fit in your safe? Is the projector kept onsite, or offsite? How many people have the keys to the secure place the projector will be stored? Check with your insurance company whether the projector is insured, and under what conditions. 

* Screens: project usually sits 7-10 metres from the screen. Will you project onto a pale wall? Install a screen that can be moved, or not moved? 

* Location of source images: will the computer or video input be located near the projector, or far away? Will extra long cables be required? 10 metre VGA cable for computers costs about $150. 10 metre RCA cable for video costs from $30 upwards depending on the quality. 

* Protecting the investment: projectors are "hot" items, easily stolen, moved, and sold. Projectors are also fairly fragile, and can be damaged with expensive consequences. Warranty may be limited in various ways, so check these out. Extended warranty cover may be available for an additional cost up front. 

* Local support vs cost savings: if you're located in a rural area, 
consider the trade-off between local support and initial savings. A couple of trips to major urban areas for support could quickly eliminate saving a couple of hundred dollars up front. Clarify the type of support offered locally, whether they just have to send it back to the base, and whether a temporary replacement might be available. 

* The future: projectors are also more like computers than overhead projectors, and so will date at a similar rate. In 3 years, projectors will be much brighter, with better pixel resolution, probably for less money. So don't spend all your budget now; think about what you need right now, and what you might do in 3 years time when it might be due for replacement. 

* Price: compare prices (and local support), and ask the supplier you'd like to buy from if they can match the best price you've found elsewhere. 



INTRODUCING DATA PROJECTION IN CHURCH

Let's assume that you've bought a data projector and set it up well (that's another article to come shortly). How do you introduce it in worship for the first time? Of what issues do you need to be aware? 

1. Design Issues 
While there are many aspects to on-screen design, here are the main ones. 

* Generally, light text on a dark background is better than dark text on a light background, unless there is a lot of ambient light, in which case the latter can be better. 

* Use sans serif fonts (eg. Arial) rather than serif fonts (eg. Times). A serif font will have little underlines under the stem of the "f" and "r", for example. 

* The bigger the text, the better. Go on, make it bigger. In fact, sit one of the older folks in the back row and ask them if they can read it. Keep enlarging the text until they can. Serious! 

* The bigger the line spacing (or leading), the better. Generally speaking, rather than making the text as big as possible, increase the spacing between the lines as well to allow the text to "breathe". 

* The fewer words on the screen the better. If you get over 25-30 you're starting to lose people. 

* Usually left justify the text, don't centre it on the screen. 

* Break the text in natural places for reading aloud - at the end of sentences or phrases, or where people might naturally take a breath. DON'T let the text wrap automatically. 

* Where possible use a shadow on the text as this will add depth (if the text is a light colour, use a black shadow - if the text is a dark colour you don't need a shadow). 

* Avoid red/green colour combinations for text and backgrounds. 

* Avoid having a background that is too 'busy'. You want people's attention drawn to the foreground, whether text or image. 

* Generally speaking, the main or body text should be fairly plain. Only use fancy fonts as headings. 

* Don't use more than 2 fonts on a screen or 3 in a presentation unless you are doing something particularly funky for younger people. 

* In general, avoid italic text as people find it difficult to read. 

* DON'T PUT SENTENCES IN UPPER CASE. ONLY PUT HEADINGS IN UPPER CASE, AND EVEN THEN LIMIT IT TO LESS THAN SIX WORDS. 

* Some presentation programs have two features that are really dumb. The first is only displaying 2-3 lines of a song or Bible reading at a time. The reason that this is unhelpful is that when people read for comprehension, they check for meaning by skimming backwards and forwards as they read. When you only show one sentence at a time, you tend to forget what the previous sentence said, so at the end of the Bible 'reading', people are less likely to retain information. If you don't believe me, talk to someone who teaches English. The second silly thing is to include the verse numbers within the Bible passage. Don't. We don't read them and it makes it hard for people who find reading difficult and those who are newcomers wonder why there is all of this algebra in the story! The bottom line is, DON'T accept the default settings on the program as being suitable. 

* Don't use text animation and sound effects in Powerpoint. Just don't. OK? Please! 

2. Introducing the Projector 

Most of these suggestions relate to introducing the projector to a Sunday morning congregation of mixed ages, where you have older people present. 

* It may help if the projector has a name, as that will help to presonalise it. And maybe even a name tag. 

* It is important to actually mention the screen and draw people's attention to it. 

* Explain that this is new and that you may experience some hiccups as you learn to use it. Ask for people's patience and understanding. 

* DON'T suddenly start using it for all of the songs and throw out the song books!! Firstly, you may wish to only use it for a few songs at first. Secondly, allow people to continue to have printed words in front of them as well. That way they can make a choice, and you will find that most people end up choosing to look at the screen. At any rate, you will need to provide some large print version of the words at all times anyway. 

* Introduce still images before you introduce video. The best way to do this (in my opinion) is to display Creation images while a Psalm is being read aloud. If the images are particularly good, this will be a winner every time. 

* In my opinion. the best way to introduce video is to show something 'real life' related to Scripture. ie. Don't start by showing a clip from "The Matrix". I have used excerpts from "Jesus" videos, parts of "Microcosmos" (creation) and the opening sequence from "Contact". 

* The biggest problems in introducing a projection equipment are usually to do with continuity. You simply have to make sure that it is all set up early and have a rehearsal. 

* Another good (although not necessarily legal) way to introduce it is that if you are telling a children's story, scan the pages of the book and display them on screen while you read to the children from the actual book. Adults will be delighted that for the first time they can see what is happening. 

* A friend has used a video camera at the front of the church relayed 'live' to the projector so that adults can see the children's segment from close up at the front. This is a great idea in my opinion. 
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